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Profile
Understanding the Elements:
In this cosmos, there are two forces-which are complementary yet
opposite called ‘Yin and Yang’. Within these forces, (under the system
called 9 star ki astrology) there are 5 elements and the interaction and
influx of these 5 elements creates the level of harmony and success with
smooth flow of life’s journey for an individual, an enterprise or even the
whole country.
The five elements are water, soil, wood, metal and fire. Although there
are only 5 elements, there are 9 types of people and a maximum of 81
combinations of characters of people. Anyone who is 1 is a water
person. Anyone who is 2,5,or 8 is a soil person. Anyone who is 3 or 4 is
a wood person. Anyone who is 6 or 7 is a metal person and the person
with number 9 is a fire person. (Remember, I am applying this people’s
astrology to the whole nation in this instance).
The report spells out three numbers for each individual, enterprise or
entity (in our case India), which formulates the character of the person,
enterprise or the entity. The first number is the principle number. The
second number is the driving force or childhood number and the
energy/character of which remains predominant until one is 18 years old
or it surfaces in your behaviour when you are under pressure and the
third number is your energetic number or destiny number and this refers
to how others perceive you to be.

India: (8.5.8) DOB 15.08.1947
Although India is a vast country, being predominantly agricultural
nation, most of what it learns is from life experiences and mistakes.
India has enormous reserves of hidden strength and can appear docile
until provoked. The assertive 5 earth nature as the middle number
makes it a demanding nation, seeking universal recognition.
India is strong and single minded in whatever it takes on. A sense of fair
play and justice is important to India (reminds us of Mahatma Gandhi).
India’s actions are born out of contemplation and reflection. A nation so
hard working, enthusiastic and often pioneering in its creative skills
(Think of the IT industry of India and Indians as top executives globally)

The mountain imagery- shows India to be a strong, stable character.
India has enormous reserves of energy - although the country needs to
retreat into its 'cave' from time to time, which gives the impression of
being reserved and cool in most situations. When India is challenged, it
can dart out of its 'cave' and deliver a powerful argument.
India has a strong sense of what is right and just- believing in human
rights. The mountain, combining qualities of strength and contemplation, can bring about change and revolution in the lives of its people.
(This is certainly happening at the moment).

Energy of Time:
9 star Ki system of astrology originates from Japan but now it is widely
used in Far East for making predictions based on the cycles of change.
This theory is based upon the solar system. The planets circling round
the sun creates annual cycles, the earth going round the sun creates the
monthly cycles and the earth rotating on its axis creates the daily cycles
for all 9 types based on the birth signs. The yearly cycle changes on 4th
February each year.
We will just restrict our analysis to the annual cycles to peep into the
future of India.

Year of fame and recognition: 2005
(Very busy Year- Time will be an issue- also the year may prove a lot
uncomfortable-as unexpected things occur –the country comes into
limelight for good or bad things)There was a heavy flooding in Mumbai and hundreds of people lost their
lives and homes, caused by torrential rains unprecedented over last 40
years.

Year of study and planning: 2006
(Bulk of time will be devoted to planning – The entity will also become
quieter and reflect deeply on the events).
Train blasts took place in July and the country shuddered for
heightened security against terrorism

Year of clearing the past excess and changing the methods of
operation: 2007
(Year of planting the seeds for future growth-this is an ideal time for
starting to implement the growth plans and important projects-Lay out
plans to create something big and beautiful)
Trade, Industry and commerce were humming with activity throughout
India with the Stock Markets showing the maximum gains).

Lucky year of growth and new projects: 2008
(Activate important tasks now as India will most likely meet with
success)-However things outside India’s control as 8 Earth enters the
house of 3 wood. Wood dominates the earth as tree grows on top of
earth).
Bomb blasts through the country and infiltrators from the border areas
did create chaos. Situation really got out of control Mumbai’s top hotels
were assaulted and terrorist activities took some 200 innocent lives.
However, for new Projects –Indian parliament proceeded with the
nuclear deal and decided to launch a spacecraft into the space for
research.

Year of movement without stability and accelerated growth:
2009
(In this year, more and more new projects and opportunities will arise
but India has to be careful it does not over commit in its growth efforts)
Things will still be outside India’s control as 8 Earth enters 4 Wood.
India should keep its eyes open to remain grounded and not be carried
away with its ambitious and fancy plans.
The public expenditure into fancy projects will be criticised by the world
with such poverty in the lives of many in the nation.

Ups and downs and unpredictable year: 2010
(Ups and Downs like a roller coaster ride-Things have not happened the
way India wanted to but better years are ahead so be prepared-But India
will not be sure which way to go-very unpredictable year on the whole).
India will become the centre of attention in many ways and will
experience highs and lows like the unpredictable big dipper ride. It will
have the impact of lows as the western countries will be more stable
after the fading effects of the recession in USA and Europe and this may
reduce the thriving job opportunities in the call centres India enjoyed for
many years.

Year of rewards of hard work: 2011
(India will reap the benefits of the previous three years’ of hard workIndia will feel positive and confident. The situations will be heavenly
again as 8 Earth enters the house of father (6 Metal).
Industry, commerce and stock markets will rise to new levels and people
will have increased their standard of living). India may be regarded
amongst the top three countries in the world in this year.

Year of Joy, abundance and celebration: 2012
(Abundance, celebration and Joy will arrive and India will feel like
relaxing, celebrating and socialising with the west for fun, cultural
activities and will be regarded high in the eyes of the world).

International travels by Indians could be at its peak this year and
similarly the tourist trade in India will see a boom period.

Year of self-reflection and contemplation: 2013
This year will be for self-reflection and being less communicative. India
will be quieter and say to itself ‘where do I go from here?’-Must
avoid taking impulsive actions during this year of calm before the storm.
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